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The work of Mrs. Luňáčková continues the tradition of 
pottery typical for the region of Hlinecko. The pottery 
studio Čertovina is located in the middle of the Protected 
area of the Žďárské Hills in the community part of Hlinsko 
called Čertovina. A hundred years old house has been 
sensitively reconstructed to preserve many historical elements of it.

Since 2012 creative courses of ceramics have been held here. The courses are 
aimed at individual creativity of used pottery, which can be formed with your 
own hands or with the use of the potter’s wheel.

Věra Luňáčková used to travel and work in foreign countries and she brought 
a lot of artistic experience from these stays. She took pottery courses in 
Switzerland, India and got inspired in Sri Lanka and Nepal. She settled down in 
the Czech Republic in 2010. She specializes on hand made mosaic and mosaic 
paving, ceramic work and sculpting of bigger objects. Participants of her courses 
can admire her work in her studio, house and garden.

The following experience has been certified “the Quality of Hlinecko”:

• Creative courses of ceramics and mosaic

Věra Luňáčková

Relax by creativity
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Hlinecko Quality

Artistic creative experience courses including used ceramics, modeling, pottery 
and mosaic are aimed at wide public. The courses are held right in Čertovinský 
ateliér (The Studio of Čertovina). Regular courses take place every Wednesday 
from 6.00 to 8.30 p.m. when a minimum of 3 people turn up. It is also possible 
to order an individual course for the same minimal amount of participants. The 
courses are available for all the generations – families with children, beginners, 
advanced potters, holidaymakers etc. The course is held in a very informal way 
and every participant can choose, what his or her final product will be and 
what ceramic procedure he or she wants to apply. Věra leads every participant 
individually. The courses can be held in both English and German and are thus 
suitable for foreigners as well.

The courses provide not only the ready made object but they can offer relaxation 
and release of pressure. During every lesson a small refreshment is offered and 
participants can also choose relaxing music.

The course can also be a nice gift for your friends and relatives.


